Where was the *Hunley* Built?

Jack O’Brien Jr.

On August 8, 2000, salvage crews carefully raised the first submarine to sink an enemy warship in combat, the *H. L. Hunley*, from the anoxic waters outside Charleston Harbor where she had lain for almost a century and a half. Escorted by a colorful flotilla of local watercraft, a barge carried the Confederate submarine to the Warren Lasch Conservation Center where archaeologists began painstaking efforts to excavate, identify, and conserve her relics and the remains of her crew. Six hundred miles to the west, Mobile, Alabama, was preparing its tricentennial celebration, and *Hunley* stories were headline news. It was here that the submarine had been designed, built, and tested, and where families remembered ancestors who had participated in the *Hunley* saga. This investigation will attempt to resolve some ninety years of confusion concerning where in Mobile the revolutionary underwater war-machine had been assembled. One possibility is a building presently located on the campus of the University of South Alabama now housing that institution’s honors program.

The story of the *Hunley*, like so many stories from the American Civil War, was both tragic and glorious. Soon after the outbreak of hostilities, Horace L. Hunley, a wealthy lawyer, politician, and cotton exporter, financially backed the construction of a submarine in New Orleans. He scuttled that vessel, the *Pioneer*, in Lake Pontchartrain to prevent its capture by Union forces following the surrender of the port in 1862. He then moved his enterprise to Mobile where, with other financial backers, the Hunley group continued to build submarines. After the loss of a second prototype (called either the *Pioneer II* and/or the *American Diver*), the persevering innovators built a third vessel that came to be known as the *H. L. Hunley*. Within days following its successful test in Mobile Bay, this submarine was shipped by rail to Charleston whose defenders were willing to try new weapons that might break the Union blockade of their city. Almost every man who served on the *Hunley* died in her. On August 29, 1863, she had been swamped by a passing vessel. Her commander, naval Lieutenant John A. Payne survived, but five crewmen did not. Five weeks later the *Hunley* sank again, this time costing the lives of men who had built her including Thomas Park, co-owner of the Mobile foundry where her parts had been forged, and H. L. Hunley, himself. On February 17, 1864, under the command of another Mobilian, army
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Lieutenant George Dixon, the Hunley made history by successfully detonating an explosive device under the hull of the USS Housatonic. The formidable 1,200-ton warship went down in minutes, but success was costly. For reasons as yet unknown, sometime after the explosion the Confederate submarine settled onto the benthic silt seaward of her victim where she served as an iron coffin for her crew. With the turn of the twenty-first century, the mystery of where the Hunley underwent her death-throes had been solved, but exactly where she had been born still remained unclear.

In the decades following the Civil War, three buildings were identified by four people as the construction site of the Hunley. The most well-known of these is the Park and Lyons Foundry (or machine shop) that was located on the corner of State and Water streets in Mobile. Modern-day book and newspaper accounts of the Hunley typically include a photograph of a building that had stood on the southeast corner of that intersection during the first half of the twentieth century. There is also a representation of the foundry in a depression-era mural in the anteroom of the city’s Museum of History. The fame of this building is due to the writings and speeches of Lt. William Alexander at the beginning of the twentieth century who claimed, “...the Confederate authorities...ordered the boat to be built in the machine shop of Park & Lyons, Mobile, Ala.” The Lieutenant was a knowledgeable authority. One of his official duties as an engineer in the Confederate Army had been to facilitate the construction of the Hunley and he served on her as well. Following the war Alexander became a co-owner with Thomas Lyons of the foundry of which he had referred.

Toward the end of the twentieth century, two Mobile historians uncovered evidence that two different Bethel churches had also been used to build submarines. In 1971, Caldwell Delaney, the former Director of the Museum of the City of Mobile, wrote in a caption to a photograph of Mr. H. L. Hunley, “Famous, third, boat [the Hunley] built in old Bethel Church on Water Street between Theatre and Monroe streets. Moved to foundry of Park and Lyons, where mechanical parts made and installed.” This church is referred to as the “first Bethel” in this article. Delaney did not cite his sources, but he may have relied on the firsthand accounts of Benjamin B. Cox. Cox grew up near the Bethel churches and worked for the federal courts, the post office, and a local newspaper in Mobile. He published two long, rambling articles in 1914 and 1916 that were filled with anecdotes from his childhood in Mobile during the Civil War. The following was taken from the 1914 contribution:
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The building of the submarine torpedo boat Hundley [sic] has been a subject of much discussion. It has been claimed by some that she was built at Park & Lyons' foundry, on the corner of St. Anthony [sic] and Water streets. This may be a fact. If so she was finished in the old Bethel, an old sailors' church that had been deserted. This building was located on the west side of Water street second north of Monroe, where now stands part of the Zimmern Feed Company building, opposite the Louisville and Nashville freight depot. Next north of the Bethel was located the boiler works of Mr. Michael Hines, where the riveting of the iron of the Hundley [sic] was done.

Launching of the Hundley [sic]

I was a small boy at the time and would go every evening with the boys in the neighborhood to witness this part of the construction and to play about the boat. I was present when this little torpedo boat was placed upon a wagon and taken to the slip at the foot of Theatre street where she was launched into the Mobile river.11

In his second narrative, Cox corrected some errors that had appeared in the first article, but continued to insist that the Bethel Church near Monroe Street was the construction site. He went on to imply that there were witnesses who would support this assertion. “There are yet living one or two citizens who in company with myself, played about this boat [the Hunley] when we were boys.”12

Finally there is the work of Elizabeth Barrett Gould who, in 1997, identified a third site, “...the little iron vessel [the Hunley] was built in the...machine shop on Water Street at the foot of Church Street.”13 Unfortunately, as did Delaney, Gould did not cite sources, but she may have relied upon statements made by Major Palmer J. Pillans, the city surveyor of Mobile prior to and during the Civil War and those of his son, Harry, who had been a teenager during the war and eventually became Mayor of Mobile.14 These men said that the Hunley was assembled in the Bethel Church that was on Church Street adjacent to the corner of Water Street. This building will be referred to as the “second Bethel.” In 1895, Major Pillans was quoted in the Mobile newspaper as follows:

The boat [Hunley] was built in the Seamen’s Bethel on Church street, the floor being taken up for the purpose. When the boat was finished it was found that she was too wide to take through the exit of the Bethel, so that pieces had to be cut out of each of the columns to get her out.15

Almost thirty years later, Harry Pillans responded to an error-filled article concerning the Hunley that had appeared in a regional
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newspaper. In his letter to the editor, he corroborated his father's statements that the construction site was the second Bethel.

This vessel [the *Hunley*] was built in or at least was completed in the old Bethel, on Water Street, behind the old soldiers' home at the corner of Church street. There shortly before its launching, the writer saw and went over it within and without and though a youth presumed to criticize the spear carrying the torpedo, which projected from the comical [sic] bow centrally stopped so that it was as he thought and said if its torpedo should be fired by contact with the enemy vessel the spar would inevitably be driven end wise back into the boat to her possible destruction.

Pillans's use of "old Bethel" referred to the second Bethel Church. When his letter was published in 1924, the Bethel Society had recently moved to the third site on St. Joseph's Street. Harry Pillans who was in his mid-seventies at this time had a penchant for convoluted grammatical structure. His use of the phrase, "on Water Street" is admittedly confusing for only the first Bethel Church had faced Water Street. Yet Harry Pillans pinpointed his location as being "...behind the old soldiers [Seaman's] home at the corner of Church street." The Seaman's Home was on Water Street at its intersection with Church Street. West (or "behind" if one is standing on Water Street) of the Sailor's Home was the second Bethel Church.

Erwin Craighead of the *Mobile Register* confirmed that Harry Pillans believed the assembly site was the second Bethel on Church Street in an article written about the *Hunley* just weeks before the publication of Pillans's letter. Craighead was familiar with Alexander's assertion that the submarine had been built in the Park and Lyons foundry and that Alexander's account did not exactly agree with Pillans's story.

The instructions were that the boat should be built in the machine shop of Parks [sic] and Lyons. Mr. Alexander does not in his account locate the shop. Mr. Harry Pillans, sometime Mayor of Mobile, says that as a boy he went with his father to see the boat which was on the stocks in the Old Bethel building on the west side of Water street, second south of Church street.

To summarize, all the informants agreed that the *Hunley* was put together somewhere along Water Street. Lt. Alexander claimed it was in a foundry located where Water Street intersected with State Street, B. B. Cox said it was in the first Bethel Church between Theatre
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and Monroe streets, while Major Pillans and his son said it was in the
second Bethel that was near the corner of Church and Water. There
were two different Bethel churches and those churches as well as the
foundry were all located either on or near different corners of Water
Street. Fortunately, the solution to the puzzle is simple. The key lies
in the credibility of Benjamin B. Cox who was a very young boy during
the time period in question and who misinterpreted or mis-remembered
some of what he had seen.

Throughout most of the nineteenth and continuing into the
twentieth century, a series of Bethel churches and "Seaman’s homes"
were maintained by an ecumenical consortium of Mobile’s Protestant
churches for the sailors who temporarily found themselves in the port
city. In the early 1800s, deep-draft, ocean vessels commonly loaded
and unloaded cargo in the lower bay rather than risk running aground
in the shallows of the bay’s upper reaches. Worship services for the
crews of these ships were conducted on the “floating (Sailors) church,”
formerly the Queen of the Ocean, that was permanently anchored at
the mouth of the bay. In 1845, the Alabama legislature approved the
incorporation of the Trustees of the Seaman’s Home. This
organization built the first Bethel Church located on South Water Street
between Theatre and Monroe streets. In July 1860, the trustees
purchased a larger piece of property facing Church Street that extended
westward from the southwest corner of Church and Water streets. On
this property, a Seaman’s Home and the second Bethel Church was
constructed. Six weeks later, the trustees sold the first Bethel property
for $2,500 to Michael Hines while “reserving the Interior Carpenter
Work of the Building.” Decades later, in June 1923, the Seaman’s
Bethel program would relocate to a third site on St. Joseph’s Street
and a theater group would purchase the second Bethel from the
Trustees. From the mid-1930s until the state of Alabama purchased
it, the second Bethel was owned by J. W. Hooge who also owned the
adjacent Marine Junk Company. The upstairs was used for storage and
the downstairs for union meetings. The first Bethel church no longer
exists, but the second was relocated to the campus of the University
of South Alabama in 1968 where it currently serves as the Center for
the University Honors Program.

A footnote to the 1860 deed of sale of the first Bethel to
Michael Hines contained the names of the trustees. These were C. H.
Minge (President), Walter Smith (Secretary), Thos. W. McCoy, Hugh
Monroe, Wm. Stewart, and Daniel Wheeler. Most of the trustees were
staunch supporters of the Confederate cause. The son of the President
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was one of the cadets at the Virginia Military Institute who fought at the Battle of New Market. Thomas McCoy had been Major General of the 4th Division of the Alabama Militia. Walter Smith petitioned citizens to donate winter clothing for Confederate soldiers and served with Daniel Wheeler on the Committee of Safety for the City of Mobile. Wheeler also chaired the Volunteer Relief Committee and was elected to the Board of Trustees of the City on January 9, 1864.

There was no direct familial, social, nor business connections between any of the trustees and men known to have been involved with subsequent submarine construction. Major Pillans had stated that the floor of the Bethel had been removed and that the columns had been damaged in order to get the vessel out of the building. If the construction site of the submarine, had been the second Bethel, extensive repairs would have been required before religious services could be conducted within its walls again.

It does seem that the Hunley group utilized the facilities and expertise at the foundry of Park and Lyons. This foundry (formerly known as the Southern Iron Works) was located on the northwest corner of State and Water streets. Designing and forging the components within a foundry was one thing; but providing secure space for the riveting together of a forty-foot-long war machine was another. Although there are no contemporary photos of the Park and Lyons Foundry, there is a representation of the facility on an 1873 map of Mobile. It depicts numerous roofed, but wall-less buildings and open yards on the northwest corner of State and Water streets. Mobile summers are hot and humid with frequent thunderstorms. To make iron malleable, foundry workers had to heat the material before bending it to the desired shape. During the Civil War, this was done almost entirely by human muscle power. Using hoists and pulleys, massive weights would be lifted and dropped on metal plates while detailed shaping would be done with heavy hammers. Labor conditions surely were oppressive, but open-air structures would have provided some relief. This also must been a security nightmare during a time of war. Mobile was a cosmopolitan city; not every passerby could be trusted to be a believer in the Confederate cause. Indeed some of what we know about the Hunley comes from the testimonies of deserters. There may have been concern as well about business competitors who might copy structural designs. The Hunley group expected the Confederate government to reimburse them as much as 50 percent of the value of any war ship that their vessel could destroy. A large enclosed building, such as an unused church (the last European merchant ships
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departed Mobile at the end of May, 1861) would have been a logical solution to the builders' security problem.\textsuperscript{30} Since Cox never mentioned the second Bethel, it is apparent that the young boy and his playmates were unaware that anything interesting had gone on inside that building. If \textit{Hunley} had been built within the second Bethel, her builders had, indeed, found a remarkably secure site for their operation.

The evidence suggests that sections of the \textit{Hunley} were forged and perhaps machined at the Park and Lyons foundry and then transported eight to ten city blocks to an unused church building where riveting and internal outfitting would have taken place. But which church? Benjamin Cox stated categorically that he had seen the submarine being assembled in the Bethel Church that had been on Water Street.\textsuperscript{41} Both the Major and Harry Pillans positively identified the construction site of the \textit{Hunley} as the second Bethel Church.\textsuperscript{42} Two informants referred to an "old" Bethel church, and all statements were given decades after the Civil War. Yet there were no errors concerning locations within any of the descriptions. Indeed, the three witnesses told the truth as they saw it. No one erred about where they had seen a submarine; the error was what submarine had been seen.

As the city surveyor, Palmer J. Pillans was familiar with the layout of downtown Mobile. He was also heavily involved the war effort.\textsuperscript{43} He was in charge of city entrenchments, and Cox himself, stated that Pillans was a member of the commission that supervised construction of an iron gunboat and ram for the defense of Mobile.\textsuperscript{44} In the 1895 interview, Pillans described how Lt. Dixon (who was the captain of the \textit{Hunley} when she made her successful, but fatal last voyage) had received the Mobile Grays' colors in a ceremony at the Pillans household. Furthermore, two men associated with submarine construction in Mobile, Michael Hines (who was identified by Cox) and Thomas Lyons (who worked with Lt. Alexander), were on the Board of Aldermen.\textsuperscript{45} All were pillars of the community.

Young Harry Pillans also makes a credible witness. After the Civil War, he worked as an Assistant City Engineer. In his off-hours, the young man took it upon himself to construct a city map documenting the ownership and showing the location of every piece of property on every block in downtown Mobile. It was an impressive labor of love and he devoted almost two years of his life to its completion.

So as my duty hours extended from Eight to three o'clock, I sought and obtained permission to use the Engineers room and in it install, and in my own time after hours work on a great
table at producing a true and accurate new City map on a large scale...I purchased India ink colors then installed my gas heater and went to work; and about twenty months later in 1868 completed my map. It took me so long because I could only work after office hours, at it, and though I seldom went to dinner or home, but contrived with the baker's products a tin of Goshen butter and an occasional slice of cheese to stay my hunger until supper time at home I had to do much of the work by flickering gas light and frequently had to work late in the field with tape and instrument supplying needed and missing data.46

In this map each city block is illustrated on a separate sheet, every lot has been hand-colored, and adjacent to each sheet is a list of the owners of each piece of property. It is hard to imagine how someone who had painstakingly assembled all this information could have confused the locations of two churches.

The Cox family owned property adjacent to the second Bethel church. Cox not only provided an impressive amount of accurate detail in his description of the submarine assembly site, but made the point that he was not the only one who played under the submarine.47 Much of what Cox stated can be verified. Period maps and Mobile Probate Court records show that Cox accurately described a piece of real estate as it was during the Civil War. Michael Hines did purchase the first Bethel church and owned the adjacent property where he ran a boilermaker business.48

All three men knew their buildings, but suppose Cox and the Pillanses had observed the construction of two different submarines? Between 1862 and 1864 Mobile launched a number of such revolutionary craft.49 Either Cox or the Pillanses could have mistakenly assumed that "their" submarine had been the Hunley. When did the name Hunley first come into use? It does not appear in either of the Pillanses accounts and Cox misspelled it in his first (1914) article. The majority of contemporary references to the Hunley were phrases such as: "the submarine," "the torpedo boat," or "the cigar boat." Even a deserter who claimed to have worked at the construction site in Mobile, referred to the submarine we know as the Hunley as the American Diver.50 No record using the name Hunley in any document survives from the period when the vessel was in Mobile. Its first usage appears to have been in a handwritten letter by H. L. Hunley dated September 19, 1863, just after the first sinking in Charleston. Hunley asserted, "I am part-owner of the torpedo boat the Hunley," and requested permission from Gen. Beauregard to take command of the vessel.51 It is quite possible that during the construction and testing period in
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Mobile, no one referred to the vessel as the *Hunley*. In fact, officials were as likely to have called the *Hunley* "Whitney’s submarine boat," in reference to another financial backer.\(^5\) Certainly the name *Hunley* would not have been used by children who played in the area and others not involved with the boat’s construction.

Who was most likely to have been confused over the identity of the vessel that they saw being built? Unlike the other witnesses, B. B. Cox was a boy during the Civil War and wrote his memoirs some sixty years after the events he described.\(^5\) The reliability of Cox as an informant lies at the crux of the puzzle. Was he someone likely to verify “facts” before committing words to print, or was he a teller of tales of dubious accuracy? Fortuitously, Cox made statements about another participant in the *Hunley* story that allows an evaluation of his credibility as a witness.

She [**Hunley**] was then placed in charge of Lieut. John A. Payne who handled the boat around Mobile, until it was decided to send her to operate around Charleston Harbor. ... Some have written that Lieut. John A Payne was with this boat in Charleston Harbor, but such is not the fact. John Payne was second lieutenant of the gunboat Gaines and helped to fight that ship in the battle of Mobile Bay.\(^5\)

Official records show that John A Payne served as acting master at Richmond Station, as master mate on the CSS *Raleigh*, and as Lieutenant on the CSS *Chicora*.\(^5\) Without question, Cox erred here. A fellow officer on the CSS *Chicora* published his account of the activities of Lt. Payne in Charleston.\(^5\) Cox’s confusion can be explained. Lt. John A. Payne did participate in the Battle of Mobile Bay as executive officer of the CSS *Gaines* and lived in Mobile after the Civil War.\(^5\) He also was known to the younger (Harry) Pillans “as the writer learned from John Payne, commander on one of her [the *Hunley*’s] fatal trials...she [the *Hunley*] again sank in Charleston waters, Lieut. Payne being in command and as the writer’s recollection is, only Payne and one other escaped death.”\(^5\)

Interestingly, there was an ordinary seaman named John Payne who was on the CSS *Morgan* which served with the CSS *Gaines* during the Battle of Mobile Bay. During Reconstruction, men who had served in the Confederate forces had to sign an amnesty oath before they were allowed to vote. The city records of Mobile contain such an oath signed by John A. Payne on November 4, 1865, and another one signed by John Payne on August 1, 1865.\(^5\) The signatures are clearly not the same. John A. Payne signed with firm, flourished lines typical of
someone at ease with paperwork. Cox had confused Lieutenant Payne with another veteran of the same name who did not serve in Charleston.

By contrast, the other two sources about the Hunley’s construction site were adults who had discharged professional duties to the city during the war. The promoter of the first Bethel was a youngster and a more careless observer who had been on the periphery of the events he described. Benjamin Cox misspelled Hunley, misstated the location of the Park and Lyons Foundry, and confused Seaman John Payne, who had not served in Charleston, with Lt. John A. Payne who had done so. The Hunley was assembled in the second Bethel Church on Church Street. This is the Seaman’s Bethel that was saved from demolition and relocated to the campus of the University of South Alabama.

The answer to one question leads to another. If the submarine that Cox and his friends had seen as children was not the Hunley, what submarine was it? One submarine active in Mobile Bay at this time was known as “the Frenchman’s boat.” According to city records, on December 2, 1844, Michael Hines, the owner of the foundry Cox had used as a playground, renounced “all allegiance and fidelity...to Louis Phillippe King of France” and became a citizen of the United States. Hines had been a Frenchman. Cox witnessed Hines’s construction of “the Frenchman’s boat” and later erroneously incorporated the name Hunley into his childhood memories.

The Hunley has been located, and now her place of construction has also been found. Both discoveries have raised many new questions while laying old ones to rest.

Notes

Many people helped me unravel this puzzle. I wish to thank the museum, archive, and history professionals as a group and the following individuals: Sid Schell, Philipp Nassar, Mary Elizabeth (Pillans) Van Antwerp, Shea McLean, Augusta Tapia, Vera Norden, Wolfgang and Brigitte Boos, Murray Benson, David Toifel, Christ Coumanis, and Joe Cameron. Thanks also to my family for their patience and support.
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Although the builders of the *Hunley* received assistance from the Confederate government and during its short life-time, the vessel had been commanded by officers of both the Confederate Army and Navy, technically it had been a privately owned vessel. Consequently, it never was officially registered as a Confederate States Ship.
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